INTRODUCTION
entrusted to instinct. If he had not been a bom playwright he could
never have brought a dramatic work to realization.
In Blood Wedding there is a palpable (and I do not know if I should
add, but involuntary) intention of taking the play's atmosphere away
from any nature of a newspaper story. From the field of the very human
passions of concrete beings he removes to an unreal world, one in which
the appearances of mysterious and fantastic players (as in the personi-
fication of the Moon and Death) are possible. Then he makes the flesh-
and-blood characters rise to a plane less real, one which converts them
into forces whose incentives are outside themselves. At the play's climax,
one of the characters says this:
For the fault is not mine;
the fault is the earth's.
And a lesser one:
Blood that sees the light
is drunk up by the earth.
In this fusion with nature - for more than nature it is Earth herself they
tread on - the characters have lost individuality. They have moved
away from the newspaper account from which they came but they have
gained in human and poetic significance. They have been converted
into anonymous beings who possess a country's generic character, who
arc opposed by a tragic personage, their fate, and who are led by this
fate among songs and premonitions toward death. As the great poet,
Pedro Salinas, says, 'Blood Wedding gives body, dramatic realization,
and the category of great art to a concept of human life borne along
time's length in a people's innermost being and traditionally remem-
bered and kept alive in it: the concept of human fatality.'1
-Thus there is a greater abundance of poetic themes in this work; the
turning to verse in climactic situations is frequent. Even more: the
moments of the play's greatest dramatic intensity are in verse. But
Federico never turns to this technical device without a careful prepara-
tion. The final episode of the next to last scene, an episode unequalled
in dramatic sensuality, is preceded by a series of fantastic appearances
which makes the use of verse and of the characters' poetic expres-
sions seem natural. This to such a degree that the episode is imbued
, with> a tone that surpasses in realism the scenes of greater realistic
intention.
To some critics this is the play which best achieves an integration of
I. UteratUTa espanola del siglo XX, by Pedro  Salinas. Editorial  Seneca.
Mexico, 1941.
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